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If it is toe early to guega the entire defense and its effect, it is 
not to early to evaluate the cross-examinations, as reflected in the press. It 
is, of course, certain that the press can'ot be trusted on this issue, but it 
seems inconceivable that if cross-examinations were at all effective there could 

be so total a misrepresentation. 

1  note that j  have not had a single ouestion asked of me to ask any of t 
the witnesses Dymond has used. "ith two I had been asked earlier to prepare eues-
tions that would destroy them. With one of the other I had sent in a memo that 
would have had this effect. .eith another, without being asked, I had left such 

a um memo, without beinP asked. More, just before the end of the prosecution case, 
I had phoned oo to beg that the case not be concluded before the government had 
to answer in appeals court in Washington, yet this was done without calling the 
most effective witness on the nature of the wounds, Dr. Wecht. In seeskine to 
'oo I had said that, with Frazier having been abandoned by,the prosecution and 
Immediately subeenaed by the defense, whoever c:oss-examined him need spend but 
five minutes with me on the phone. This didn't happen. 

With Marina end Frazier, reading mrmAsti is all needed to ruin both. 
I had given them a brief memo on Marine explaining this end on Frazier tad send 
a good lemo by Bernebei proving whet I did not pro into in MITEWASH, that he had 

/Th lied, consciously, in saying that the defect in the sight improved the shot, for 
the contrary was, to his knowledge, true. Aside from what is in 7EITMSTS, j' had 
given Oser and Bill copies of the limited aditionof rOST MORTEM, which goes into 

the bullet and the residues - end the Connelly fragment. With these witnesses, the 
minimum expectable headlines are that e.erina was a liar who knew she was a liar 
who lied because of government pressures, one being deportation and from corruption, 
one influence being the promise of wealth. With Frazier, there should have been 

Li) nothing left at all. 

With Lee Cobb, whose headline was how herd Shaw worked end how he was 

so busy mrk-nt7Trimr- st the time in question, the truth should have been the 
headline: Shaw never worked hard end rather than a devotion to him because of 

this alleged herd work, Cobble personally, fired him, givinc him the choice 
between a fine sendoff when he resigned or being fired. In addition, Cobb is said 
by those in a position to knee that he profiteered on the new ITM. 

The euestions arrises, why so incompetent a cross-examination? Lene 

and Salandria are both there. Vince, of course, dedicate.' his early writing to 

Frazier, but that does not destroy his basic understanding of the simpler fact 
of the bitlistics. Lane, while he may know none of them, has reed competitive 
books well end used them often, so he certainly ie in a position to give the 
lawyers at the least leads they seem not to have followed. There ney be a strange 

notion, that the case put in is strong enough to withstand this defense, in the 
jury's mind, but that seems irrational (es everything does). "one of this, with 
the attitude [_oo has we often expressed, explains why 1  have not received a single 

phone call, ex single request for a single question to ask a single witness. Jutt 
two nights ago, when I phoned art Kevin, Barbera was with him. She has a great 
personal devotion to Garrison. Both said they need me urgently. I told each there 
was no problem getting me there. All. I required was the remeyment of my expenses 
and some indication I would be listened to, if not followed. Before that I had 
reached the conclusion that Lim just didn't want me there. e have reason to believe 

the others do. With their free use of phones, it is unlike them not to have made 
a single call - unles. told not to. Barbara end ert were both unpleasant on the 
subject of Lane. rills was before Sall:marls left, pursuant to a call asking him 

to go there. -n feet, the reeuest that Vince go there is in itself a very bad 

sigh to me, a conscious act on Garrison's part to inv:.lve the critical comeunity 

in his work in court. Lee thus hes two, one very publicly an the other by request. 



I phoned Art last night, but 1 welting until too far into the dinner 

hour end he was not in. I will attempt to phone him end others this morning, et 

is poseible that the prosecution is doing better than the press indicates, but it 

cannot be it is doing as well as enssible with this gross a press misrepresentaG 

tion. If it is hard to believe the case is beinF thrown, it is hard to avoid 

consideration that this is the superficial eepeerance. It is onn thine not to be 

able to put on a good case, but it is entirely another not to be able to destroy 

week, false-sweering witnesses when the date needed to destroy them is et hand. 

gave them .;250.00 worth of books in mid-January because that large number I 

had earlier given had all been stolen from the ofeice! And I told each of the 

lewyees involved who had them (Numa), told Nu= to give them to Ivon, andt told 

all where copies of the indexes in the wto books published without indexes would 

be found. It is more then epporent there has been a decision not to use anything 

originetine from me. It is impossible to readh Jim by phone, for he will not use it
. 

However, when I was speaking to Vince I believe the night of 1/31, Jim p4oned him 

on Vince 's other line. I asked Vince to ask Jim to phone me after he finished with 

wince. im said he was to tired end rushed, but would phoned the next day. "e has 

not, end I did not expect him to. 

This is only rert of hat is in my mind at this juncture. If Garrison 

has, ixt as I have long suspected, psychiatric problems, can this influence the 

entire case, the every act of' every lawyer? Has his possible tendency for self-

destruction tan commend, has he determined to loee so it will look to him and 

those blind followers that the government rigged it so? Is it his vanity and the 

fear of that great amount he can do that dominates the staff? Oser and "'rd are 

due for judgeships, at his arranging, end I believe another. Oser end Alford 

know little about the case, but eech knows enough to use the phcne unless ordered 

otherwise, end eech was told he could if need be. Can it be that Garrison it 

determined to ruin the opposition to the Tarren heport because of his own failure 

to make a single dent in it? he has done it none but a public-relations harm. 

What that isqlot irrational can possibly explain this strange state of 

affairs, this le rmeating incompetence by those not at all incompetent? Ignorance 

can be crippling. It cannot be exxused that the lawyers who it was known who 

have to do the court work were kept in ignorance until the last minute, but the 

handicaps of this ignorance could, to a large degree, have been overcome and the 

readily-available means have been deliberately avoided. 

I note also that Penn has been in eew Orleans, from -hat I have been 

told "helping" with the witnesses. I suspect his greater interest is in going 

through the files to prove that there was a outup job on Boxley. 

I hevespoken to Art Kevin, which is even more diespirited. rie says the 

press has not unfairly represented whet is heppenine, that it has become - very 

boring proceeding. lie had spoken to ,ouis and asked why I was not there because 

they needed me and got no response. He asked why bark was not cancelled as a wit-

ness, for the few seconds of tape he has to offer are not that important, end fin-

belly, indirectly got word from Jim that is he had diark in court and used the 

advice end knowledge he could get, "you have no idea the morale problem I would hav
e" 

Mark, apparently, has prepared a long memo on Marina that we not used. 

Let says there ere 6-6 US atterneybs a day in court. He agrees that 

whet has actually happened would be liaughed out of Hollywood, that no one would 

believe such a script. The have Vince at the NOAC and are foing over thine:: with 

him. Had they not, the Frezber disaster would be even worse. Jim has been interviewi
er 

potential witnesses there and staying too busy to see even friends like Art. 

Art has heard that Lee Cobb's brother Alvin is a Klan leader in Shreveport. 

No euestiorrWere asked of ;ebb Trom'the memo I Ten17. Nothing alone that line, eith
er 

He finds everything invompetent, not done well at ell. 


